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Personal Mission Statement�
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My work will uplift others and myself.�
My work will assist others in their personal and
professional progress.�
My work will invite new perspectives.�
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Managing Chaos

Defining Chaos & Our Response to it.
Leaning into Chaos.
Making a Space/Clearing the Fog
Solving for Chaos & Managing Action

Managing Chaos

Making a Space/Clearing the Fog

Reboot: Let’s Breath

N
N

N

Breathing is nature’s Stress-Breaking Gift
Neuroscience confirms that breathing techniques,
can soothe stress and even halt the fight, flight, or
freeze response.
Breathing Technique: conscious slow, deep
breathing.
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Chaos–Clearers: Breathing
N
N

N

Nature’s Stress-Breaking Gift
Neuroscience confirms that breathing
techniques can soothe stress and even
halt the fight or flight response.
Breathing Technique#1: Conscious slow,
deep breathing.

Mind Activity Hierarchy

LIFT

Expansive, 
Aligned, 
Thoughts
Quiet Mind
Constrictive,
Misaligned,
Thoughts

Managing Chaos

Defining Chaos & Our Response to it.
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Your Experience with Chaos…
Two Teams
Each to a Flip Chart
What is Chaos?
(Use single words and brief
statements.)

Common Definition of Chaos:
Noun
1. Complete disorder and confusion.
2. Behavior so unpredictable as to appear
random, owing to great sensitivity to small
changes in conditions.

Our Definition of Chaos:

A collection of influences, trends,
outcomes, and available choices that we
have not yet organized or prioritized in a
way that makes comfortable* sense to us.

*Low stress, or stress free.

© 2013 Mark Petruzzi
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Your Experience with Chaos…

What positive outcomes (if
any) have come from the role
chaos has played in your life?

A Chaos Truth:

We can't always bring order to
chaos, but we can bring order
to our thinking about chaos.

Guess what?	


Chaos is
About
You
© 2013 Mark Petruzzi
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Knowing You’re In The Grips of Chaos
1.

Communicating less.

2.

Feeling less energy.

3.

Experiencing lower productivity.

7.

Experiencing Appetite
Disturbance.

8.

Having decreased wants.

9.

Experiencing decreased
concentration.

4.

Arriving late more often.

5.

Preoccupation with health and
body.

10.

Feeling suspicious of other
people’s joy.

6.

Experiencing Sleep Disturbance.

11.

Taking things personally.

With which of these signals, if any, do you identify?

People who “Get” Chaos
Invention, it must be humbly admitted, does not consist in creating out of void, but out of chaos.
~Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley
Comedy is a way to make sense of chaos. It's a way of dealing with things that are overwhelming,
that threaten you; it's a way to survive and get closer to the truth.
~Laura Linney
What we imagine is order is merely the prevailing form of chaos.
~Kerry Thornley
Chaos in the world brings uneasiness, but it also allows the opportunity for creativity and growth.
~Tom Barrett

Chaos & Stress: What is Stress

© 2013 Mark Petruzzi
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Chaos & Stress: What is Stress

N

Resistance…

N

Going against the flow…

N

Disruption of harmony in
the body, mind, or
emotions…

Full Barrel Effect

DO WE BENEFIT FROM “SOME” STRESS?

“People only wish to be settled: only as far as they are unsettled is
there any hope for them.”
––Ralph Waldo Emerson
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DO WE BENEFIT FROM “SOME” STRESS?
We can probably agree that good stress is stress that WE
CONSCIOUSLY choose, accept or turn to our advantage—to
strengthen us, or get us something that we want in the bargain. Good
stress creates an overall trend towards well being. (Think of exercise,
risking in love, accepting new challenges at work, etc.)

What is Stress?
Push

Pull

Twist/Bending/Molding

What is Stress?
Dissonance

Static/Containment (noun)

Covering/Containing (verb)

© 2013 Mark Petruzzi
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Taking Apart Complex Stress
Resolution/Focus

Powerlessness
(Struggle)
Evasion/Running

Taking Apart Complex Stress
Dissonance�

Push�

Pull�

Static/Containment
(noun)�
Twist�
Powerlessness (Struggle)�

Resolution/Focus�

Evasion/Running�

Covering/Containing (verb)�
�

Stress Outcomes
Fill in the blank…
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Friction comes from two surfaces
_________ against each other in
two directions.
If I am uncertain I might
want________.
When my actions don’t follow my
beliefs, that creates________.
Politician’s often use this stress in
their language. That is, ________.

With these words…

1.

Evasion

2.

Dissonance

3.

Pushing

4.

Focus/resolution

5.

Twisting

Addiction is often a type of
___________.
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Exercise: What Kind of Stress

N
N

N

N

Please take a blank sheet of paper.
Identify a situation in your life that you feel
is stressful.
Break it down into one or more of the
basic stresses.
Report out to the group.

Exercise: Cognitive Distortion

N

Take one of your key stresses, and using
the Cognitive Distortions (CD) handout,
identify which, if any, of the CDs apply to
your current thinking.

Managing Chaos

Leaning into Chaos.
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Our Inner Life Determines Our
Outer One...

Thoughts,
Beliefs &
Assumptions

Attitude
(Emotional
Approach)

Desires,
Intention,
Attention

Choices

Let’s Start Choosing Our Inner Life

Choose
Your...

Attitude
(Emotional
Approach)

Thoughts,
Beliefs &
Assumptions

Desires,
Intention,
Attention

Developing a Growth Mindset

)

Want Improvement

e!
or

(M

Start

Joy

Adjust
Inner Life

Dead
End

Push,
Struggle,
Moan
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Make Choices
Get Results

Like
Don’t
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People who “Get” Chaos
You must have chaos within you to give birth to a dancing star.
~Friedrich Nietzsche
Chaos is inherent in all compounded things. Strive on with diligence.
~Buddha
Blame is just a lazy person's way of making sense of chaos.
~Doug Coupland
I have so much chaos in my life, it's become normal. You become used to it. You have to just relax,
calm down, take a deep breath and try to see how you can make things work rather than complain
about how they're wrong.
~Tom Welling
Chaos is a name for any order that produces confusion in our minds.
~George Santayana

Managing Chaos

Making a Space/Clearing the Fog

The Desire Engine

© 2013 Mark Petruzzi
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The “Misery Gap”
Stress is caused by focusing on the gap, with a limited sense of
power, to accelerate to what you want…�

STRESS

NOW

WANT
GAP

Stress Fact: What Causes Stress?
The Desire Engine Law of Psychological Stress:
Psychological stress increases with the difference
between [what is/will] happen and what you
[wanted/want] to happen—and how much power
/%+""**% $5+$*) (%+*%#
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Our Emotional Compass

Life Alignment & Chaos

res
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Life Alignment and Chaos

Emotional Compass

Values

Imagination
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Thoughts/
Beliefs

Attitude

Attention

Action
Choices

JOY

Desires/
Intention
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More on Life Alignment

My “emotional
approach” to
my “reality.”
(E.g.,
Appreciation
Gratitude
Inclusion
Trust)

Choices

Thoughts
“Facts”
Assumptions

Attitude

Focus
What I spend
the most time
“looking at”
both internally,
and externally.
How I guide
my Self–Talk

Beliefs

Vision for the
Future
Challenges

Attention

What I want
Preferences
Intention

Imagination

Desires

Perspectives on self-coaching: go for
life–alignment instead of life–balance.
Thoughts
Beliefs
Actions

mark petruzzi
mark@successWaypoint.com
www.successwaypoint.com
http://twitter.com/#!/LifeAligned

Emotions and Choice
 There is always a reason to choose.
 In every chance to chose, there is one choice that feels
better than another. (This is our emotional compass at
work).
 We always make what we think/feel is the best choice
in the moment, from whatever level of awareness we are
at, for whatever reason or reasons we use to support that
choice.
 We can never completely duplicate the conditions of
any single choice—ever (It is therefore pointless to
compare one life to another, and one person’s choice to
another person’s choice).

©Mark Petruzzi 2006
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Chaos–Clearers: Breathing

N

Breathing Technique#2: three–quarter–
breathing.
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People who “Get” Chaos
“In chaos, there is fertility.”

― Anaïs Nin
“The only geniuses produced by the chaos of society are those who do something about it. Chaos
breeds geniuses. It offers a man something to be a genius about.”

― B.F. Skinner, Walden Two
“The poet knows that he speaks adequately, then, only when he speaks somewhat wildly.”

― Ralph Waldo Emerson
“Equilibrium is the state of death, only chaos produces life. The Ancient Greeks have been driven to
extinction by too much search for architectural harmony.”

― Stéphane Lupasco

Managing Chaos

Solving for Chaos & Managing Action

Life Experiences,
Changes, Demands

Choices

Stressful
Self-Talk

Stress

© 2013 Mark Petruzzi

Positive
Self-Talk

Inspiration/
Motivation
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Your Experience with Stress…

Do you know that how you talk to yourself,
and the habitual thoughts that you think,
can affect how you handle both stress and
change?

Stress Fact:
Self talk can increase or lesson, stress. In
fact, research shows what we say to
ourselves about our experience has more
influence on our stress than experience
itself!

Stress Fact:
Though we can’t control every life
experience, we can control what we say
to ourselves about every life experience…
to waste this opportunity is to give away
our power.

© 2013 Mark Petruzzi
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Self-Talk Alert:
N

My Situation is different.

N

N

There’s nothing I can do.

N

N

It will never work.

N

I don’t have time.

N

N
N

N

There’s too much to do.
I tried it once, and it didn’t
work.

It’s not that easy.
You don’t know the people I
work with!
It doesn’t feel natural.
I know this already
(dismissing helpful
information).

Turning it Around
N

N

N

N

Use breathing exercise to
relax and “get back in your
body.”
Accept and name your
feelings and face the reality
of your current situation.
Reach for “slightly better” or
slightly more soothing
thoughts about your
situation.

N

N

N

Remind yourself that you
have come “this far” by
“figuring it out” and you will
figure it out, again.
Picture how you want the
situation to be.
Act, by doing something
towards a solution or
containment or mastery of
your direction or goal.

Reverse negative self-talk

Some Practical Magic

© 2013 Mark Petruzzi
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Imagina�on:	
  Word	
  Pictures	
  
Write a description of a future state you desire, as if you are looking at a snapshot of
the situation. Include sights, smells, sounds, and make it a pleasure to write and read
and envision!

A 1998 study by Taylor, Pham, Rivkin and Amor published in American Psychologist
showed that both outcome visualization and process simulation (next slide)
measurably improved student test scores.

Imagina�on:	
  Process	
  Simula�on	
  
Process simulation outperforms outcome visualization for getting through the
discomfort stages of change and reaching towards desirable outcomes.

A 1998 study by Taylor, Pham, Rivkin and Amor published in American Psychologist
showed that both outcome visualization and process simulation (next slide)
measurably improved student test scores.

Stress Fact:

Taking care of yourself in positive ways, no
matter what the approach, lessens the
effects of stress…

© 2013 Mark Petruzzi
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Buttressing against Chaos
Supportive/Recuperative
N SLOW DOWN!!!
N Sleep
N Relaxing Activities, Hobbies
N Changes of Scene
N Listening to Music
N Exercise (including Yoga, Tai Chi, Qi Gong, Stretching)
N Choosing foods that work best for you (not dieting).
N Reading (poetry, thrillers, romance for distraction or inspiration).
N Spiritual Reading
N Spiritual Activities & Practices
N Massage (all types)
N Reiki, Healing Touch “energy work” modalities
N Simplifying (as in “single-tasking”).
N Emotional Freedom Technique (EFT)
N Cognitive Therapy
N Meditation
N Acupuncture, alternative therapies.

Stress Less: Our Less Stress Approach

Learn some practical every day technology
and time-management practices that can help
us make the most of our time.

 

Exercise One: The Brain Dump
N

N

N

Take a blank piece of paper and write
down every single to-do that you have:
big and small, long term and short
term.
DO NOT attempt to organize them by
time or priority.
Just keep writing.

© 2013 Mark Petruzzi
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A Simple, quick way to map your tasks…

Exercise Two:

N

The Cognitive Chaos Sorter

Exercise:
The SIPOC Diagram
Suppliers – Inputs – Process - Outputs - Customers 

Team 1: Family Reunion
Team 2: Company Picnic

© 2013 Mark Petruzzi
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Exercise:
The SIPOC Diagram
Suppliers – Inputs – Process - Outputs - Customers 

Team 1: Family Reunion
Team 2: Company Picnic

Action Management Tips


See time and action management as an investment: time spent now on
%($ 0* %$$#$#$*#$)#%(* #"*(*%%-*. *)/%+



 $ # 0%(" # $*#+"* *)! $ * ))* #***#+"* *)! $(#%,)
&% $*)(%#/%+(* , %($/*)!)**/%+(-%(! $%$



Ask often, “What is the best way to spend my time right now?”



( %( * 0$(&( %( * 0,(/* $Re-prioritize as you complete or add
*)!)



$* $)(%'+"&( %( */%*#%)* 4+"** $)4()*



Action Management Tips
 Learn the times of day when you are most creative,
.;1:<@A2;2?46G21 &0521B92A52:<@A163I0B9A
challenging tasks, at these times.
 Once in a while, schedule fun, stimulating tasks in
this same, high-energy period.
 When possible, schedule meditations, deep
breathing, inspirational reading, daydreaming, or
brainstorming, or naps during low-energy periods.
 Make SURE you schedule time for rest, and/or rest
when you need it. Rest is a part of ALL success,
physical, mental, and otherwise.

© 2013 Mark Petruzzi
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Action Management Tips


Make SURE you take time for strategy and perspective.
“What do I want to do next? Why do I want to do it? How
1<2@6AIAD6A5:F<C2?.9916?20A6<;<D1<9682D5.AC2
done so far? What would I change?



Develop an awareness of the priorities of others, and how
they intersect with your own. Think of what is in your highest
interest over time, when considering these “intersections.”



When your boss “suggests” something, see it as an
objective.



When you feel overwhelmed by work assignments, ask for
help prioritizing.



You may lose a few battles; you may have to change course
once in a while; you may get tired and need to rest, but
never, ever, give up.

Exercise: Action Management
Story #1
Jackson leads a busy life. Between his new job, working toward his degree, and
his large family, it’s quite a trick to keep everything sorted. Not to long ago a friend
who had attended a time-management seminar gave him some tips on keeping
everything straight. �
�
These days, once a week, Jackson shuts off his phone ringer, puts his
smartphone in a drawer, and sits down to review what he achieved last week,
look at what he wants to get done over the next month or so, and even check in
on his long-term goals. Whenever he can, he factors in what’s happening with
friends and family, too. He even schedules some open time which he tries to keep
open to handle unexpected priorities. �
�
!#+3/.D.$3(%(!3!#,%!2%2(%!$!.$&%%,3,)+%(%(!3-/2%4)-%7(%.(%
takes the time sort out his life.�
�
�
�
Which 5 action management tips is Jackson employing in the story above?

Exercise: Action Management
Story #2
Sonya and Julia are room mates. On Thursday morning, Sonya asks Julia if
she’d like to go out to diner with a few friends at the local café where everyone
is hanging out. This sounds really good to Julia, and she considers for a
moment. Ultimately she decides it’s best to stick with her original plan of
knocking out a tough project report that’s due the following Monday. �
�
Julia knows she’d like the weekend as free as possible, and during after–
hours is when she is able to focus without the distractions of phone calls and
interruptions that are part of her day–plus with Sonya out and about, Julia will
have an unusual block of alone time during which to get the work done. �
�
Julia tells Sonya she’d love to do something with her this coming Friday
evening, or Saturday, and offers a few suggestions, and then let’s her know
that she needs to bang out her report so she can have a clear head for the
weekend.�
�
Which 3 action management tips is Julia employing in the story above?

© 2013 Mark Petruzzi
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Exercise: Action Management
Story #3
Zach is disappointed, because he just found out that he was not picked to head up a
high-visibility project that would have really gotten him noticed with the decision-makers in
his department. Still, he’s not the type to waste time feeling sorry for himself.�

Zach has put in a lot of time studying for his Project Management Professional (PMP)
#%24)D#!4)/..&!#4(%7!30,!..).'/.0544).').!#/50,%/&(/523()44).'4(%"//+34()3
Saturday morning (a time when he is generally very relaxed and alert). But now he
decides to make other plans.�
�
Zach decides that this Saturday, he’s going to take a breather, and do some hiking in the
woods (one of his favorite activities). He’ll put some space between the disappointing
news he just received, and the next time he thinks about project management. �
�
%+./73(%C,,2%452.4/4(%D'(42%&2%3(%$!.$2%!$94/2/#+!.$(%(!3%6%29).4%.44/
do so. Once back from the hike, he plans to strategize a bit about how he can add more
value at work, and increase his chances of getting a plum project he can drive. 




Which 4 action management tips is Zach employing in the story above?

�

Exercise: Action Management
Story #4
Gina’s feeling stressed. She’s conscientious, she’s new, and she hates to say no, but
she has multiple deliverables that are due this Friday, and her boss, Lauren, just called
Gina to say that “it would be great” if Gina could get her a key report a day early—but not
to worry if she couldn’t. �
�
Gina knew that Lauren wouldn’t have called unless there was a real advantage to getting
the report done ahead of schedule, but she was already feeling overwhelmed.�
�
Just as Gina was ready to pull her hair out, Chelsea stopped by her cubicle to ask what
3(%7!3$/).'!&4%27/2+A 44()32!4%C,,"%05,,).'!.!,,.)'(4%2B).!2%0,)%$(%,3%!
+.)44%$(%2%9%"2/73A(!2% B).!D,,%$(%2).!.$(%,3%!35''%34%$4(!4).!
50$!4%!52%./.7(!43(%7!37/2+).'/./'%4(%24(%9-)'(4D.$3/-%3,!#+).4(%
overall project schedule that Gina could use to get the key report done a day early. �
�
Gina asked for 15-minute “strategy meeting” with her boss, and came prepared with a list
of her deliverables, and the estimated hours she would need to complete them. Gina
proposed that she could get the report done up to two-days %!2,9)&3(%#/5,$D.$3/-%
slack in the rest of the project schedule. By the end of the meeting, Lauren had helped
her re-prioritize based on new information that as a boss, only she had access to, and
).!,%&44(%-%%4).'&%%,).'#/.D$%.4!.$&/#53%$�
�



�

Which 3 action management tips is Gina employing in the story above?

Exercise: Action Management
Story #5
Tom likes to get in early and get some of his more demanding work done before the
#5")#,%3!2/5.$()-34!244/D,,50!.$02/6)$%$)342!#4)/.%535!,,9'2!"3!"2%!+&!34
snack in the cafeteria and is back at his desk just as everyone else is arriving for work.�
�
453%$4/"%4(!4/-7/5,$&%%,4(%$2!').4(%!&4%2.//.2)'(4!2/5.$ %C$7!.4
to reach for the Red Bull, or a 5–hour energy drink, and stick in front of the computer,
moving the mouse in slow-motion while in a daze of almost–productivity. �
�
44//+!7(),%&/2/-4/7)3%50"54/.#%(%D'52%$/54(%7!3.C42%!,,9'%44).'!.9
7/2+$/.%).4(!434!4%/&-).$(%34!24%$4!+).'! -).54%"2%!+!.$D.$).'!15)%4
corner of the cafeteria to sip some tea and read a few minutes of a motivational book, or
sometimes a historical novel he is enjoying. �
�
Sometimes he just daydreams for a few minutes enjoying the scenery outside the
cafeteria window, or takes a walk around the grounds. He takes his notebook with him,
because he often gets some good ideas about the projects he’s working on while he is
clearing and resting his mind at this time. Tom doesn’t always get a chance to do this,
because sometimes there’s a meeting or an urgent communication he has to make, but
overall, the practice leaves him refreshed, and more productive for the remainder of the
day.�



�

Which 2 action management tips is Tom employing in the story above?
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Tech Management Tips


Check your email only once-per-hour. Shifting between email and other tasks reduces your effective IQ on all of the
tasks at hand, and COSTS time overall.



Use Categories in Outlook, or other contact managers to
prioritize and categorize tasks.



2.?;A<B@2:.69I96;4?B92@.;10<9<?0<16;46;"BA9<<8A<
sort and identify Mail



As soon as you get a new phone, computer, camera, or
=6202<3@<3AD.?292.?;6A@A6=@.;1@5<?A0BA@ ;<A52?A6:2
investment).



Shut off as many of your smartphone alerts and badges as
you can.

Tech Management Tips


Set expectations with friends regarding work and study
A6:2 H,<B8;<D9<C2F<B/BA:4<6;41.?83<?AD<5<B?@
A<@AB1F3<?I;.9@ K



Remember generational differences: texting in front of a
@2;6<?2E20BA6C2D5<F<BD.;AA<3B;1F<B?=?<720AD569252
or she is talking) is probably not a good idea… if you want
him or her to fund your project.



Schedule at least a few no-tech hours per week. Your brain
will thank you for it.



When sitting at the computer, take a break every 50 minutes
A<@A?2A05 '5<@2<3F<BD5<5.C2.;6:.9@D699;<A6025<D
often they stretch!)

Tech Management Tips


Remember to do slow, deep breathing while working at the
computer.



Adjust your monitor height, so that it is at eye level.



Avoid positioning your keyboard so that you have to look left
or right at your monitor.



When working on important projects or presentations,
CLOSE your email so that it does not tempt you until you are
ready to check it on the hour.



36A@(%!'A52;#(#'#"! 



2A<A52?@8;<DA5.A636A6@(%!'A52;A52F@5<B91#
(#'#"!!,"( 
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'6:2&.C6;42F/<.?1&5<?A0BA@


CTRL+S

W95–Windows 7

Save



Shift+CTRL+S

W95–Windows 7

Save As



CTRL+X

W95–Windows 7

Cut



CTRL+C

W95–Windows 7

Copy



CTRL+V

W95–Windows 7

#.@A2



CTRL+A

W95–Windows 7

Select All



CTRL+Z

W95–Windows 7

Undo the Last Command.



CTRL+B

W95–Windows 7

BOLD



CTRL+U

W95–Windows 7

(!%!



CTRL+I

W95–Windows 7

Italic

Re-entry…
“Conventional thinking is the ruin of our souls…”
–Rumi

THANK YOU!
Make it fun!

One ship sails East,
And another West,
By the self-same winds that blow,
'Tis the set of the sails
And not the gales,
That tells the way we go.
Like the winds of the sea
Are the waves of time,
As we journey along through life,
'Tis the set of the soul,
That determines the goal,
And not the calm or the strife.
~Ella Wheeler Wilcox

@
@
@
@

mark petruzzi
mark@SuccessWaypoint.com
www.SuccessWaypoint.com
http://twitter.com/#!/LifeAligned
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